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Introduction
This paper is envisioned to serve the general impression of the modern
technology of electric-based propulsion, its application, and scope. The aeronautics
industries have been challenged to enhance efficiency, reduce noise, emission, and
decrease dependency on carbon-based fuel aircraft. The aircraft of the future will
be simpler to operate and more capable than today’s combustion engine due to a
convergence of technologies, mainly Electric Propulsion (Rezende, Barros, &
Perez 2018). An aircraft propulsion technology is mainly depended on the use of
petroleum-based internal combustion engines, in the form of either aviation turbine
fuel or aviation gasoline. Despite their widespread adoption, these fossil fuels have
an adverse effect on the environment, both in terms of pollutants such as Carbon
Monoxide (CO), Nitrogen Oxides (NOX), and Unburnt Hydrocarbons (UHC), and
in terms of greenhouse emissions, the principal of which is Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
which is shown in Figure 1 (Hileman, Donohoo, & Stratton 2010).

Figure 1. Variation in global temperature due to the harmful emission of gaseous
from the aviation industry.
These problems can be diminished by using an alternative method of
propulsion. The aerospace industry has experienced marvelous growth and success
in all-electric powertrains and such concepts are being studied and even
implemented on unmanned aerial vehicles and general aviation shown in Figure 2.
One of the most promising is electric propulsion vehicles, in which electric energy
is used to provide forward motion to aircraft. These systems can increase aircraft
fuel economy, lower emissions, reduce takeoff and landing noise, increase system
reliability, and improve operational capabilities(Kim, Perry, & Ansell 2018). This
work begins with an overview of the current aerospace sector, how they meet
modern aerospace engineering challenges.
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Figure 2. Several types of electric propulsion are under considerations
(Committee on Propulsion and Energy Systems to Reduce Commericial Aviation
Carbon Emmissions, 2016).
Requirement of Electric Propulsion
Diminishing the resources of fuel and aircraft transportation are responsible
for creating maximum pollution in the cosmos. Aircraft propulsion system
emissions, noise, safety, and performance are reshaping aerospace technologies. In
the coming years, the requirement for transportation will create a surge in the
aviation sector (Anon, 2007). Nowadays the aviation sector is a main fuel
consumer; electric propulsion can reduce noise pollution and greenhouse effect that
is created from current aircraft engines (Glassock et al. 2017). Moreover, general
aviation alone consumed around 190 million gallons of aircraft fuel in 2015. A
piston engine airplane uses around 13 gallons of fuel per hour. The electric-powered
flight is working on battery technology to improve in terms of energy density and
continues to improve at the same rate as it has over the past years(Curran et al.
2000).
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Figure 3. The different system in aircraft that operate on Electric, Hydraulic,
Pneumatic, and Fuel sources as energy.
Electricity is required for multiple purposes in the aircraft. If reserachers are
able to create surplus electrical energy in the electric-based aircraft, this surplus
energy can be used to operate other mechanisms, such as hydraulic and pneumatic
systems, thereby reducing aircraft weight. This is a major advantage of electric
propulsion over conventional engines. Figure 3 represents the use of several
systems based on electric in different aircraft. For example, the environment control
system in (Boeing 787), flight control system in (A380, A350, F-35 JSF), ice
protection in (Boeing 787, F-35 JSF), and thrust reverser in (A380, A350) are based
on an electric source in different aircraft.
Figure 4 also depicts the surge in electric generating capacity which is used
to operate several components. Commercial airlines followed the rapid changes
toward the electric-based aircraft in comparison with military aircrafts(Thomson et
al., 2017). Moreover, the Figure 5 illustrates the sveral tpyes of electric propulsion
configuration .
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Figure 4. Enhancements in electrical power source in commercial and military
aircraft.

Figure 5. The schematic diagram of several types electric propulsion system
(Friedrich & Robertson 2015).
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Turbofan Engines
There are a plethora of performance parameters which are under
consideration while manufacturing an engine, e.g., power to weight ratio and
thermal efficiency. Moreover, an understanding of the general manufacturing and
internal working of the engine is needed.
Figure 6 presents the engine which is mainly used for the commercial
purpose, called a turbofan engine. The left section represents the inner section of
engine by using the cut-section of CAD model. The right section represents the
mounting of turbofan engine on a Boeing 787 aircraft (Yutko et al., 2018).

Figure 6. Rolls Royce turbofan engine sectioning (left) and it attached on a Boeing 787
aircraft (right).

In the turbofan engine, most of the propulsive force, approximately 80%, is
created by bypass ratio, in which air is moving from the bypass section of the
turbofan engine. The remaining of the propulsive force is accelerated in the core of
engine to turn the turbine and suction blade, which means, most engines attain 20%
of thrust from the core of the engine (Dankanich & Peters, 2017). The parameters
of the turbofan engine which is shown in Table 1. The air mass flow in turbofan
engines, while cruising, indicates propulsion efficiency. The thermal efficiency is
one of majors when comparing two propulsion system.
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Table 1
Rolls Royce (Trent 1000 Engine) Performance Data

Electric Fan Engine
The phenomenon on which electric fan engine is based is similar to
turbofan engine, but rather than use combustion type engine to provide power for
suction incoming by ducted fan, an electric motor is used for same work. There are
mainly two difference in the configuration that ought to be considered (Bjarnholt
2016). In an Electric Fan Engine, the ducted fan is used to provide thrust to the
flying object, compared to the air-breathing turbofan engine, which creates a small
amount of the thrust force in the core of the turbofan engine. In addition, there are
high-temperature benefits. An electric fan does not reach the extremely-high
temperatures needed for a turbofan engine. Turbofan engines require a high
melting point material or composite alloy where the jet engine reaches
approximately 1500 to 1900 k temperature, where the high strength material is
required which have the capability to tolerate high temperatures. A highly efficient
Electric Fan Engine model is shown in Figure 7, and the performance parameters
are given below in Table 2. The small size of electric fan engine is used for
comparison with a turbofan engine.
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Figure 7. Highly efficient Electric fan engine (EFE) model.

Table 2
Performance Numbers for EFE Unit
Performance

Value

Unit

Static Thrust

500-547.63

N

Weight

8.7K

g

Power

92102

J

6.20

-

metric

Thrust-toweight ratio, static

Aircraft Flight Simulation Modeling (PIANO-X)
Piano-X is a software using for aircraft analysis for instance range, emission
calculation, performance, and many more specific parameters of aircraft.
Performance parameters can be calculated with payload and range arrangement, if
researchers are able to get full details about fuel consumption value of the particular
flight. Most of the aircraft have been standardized using the finest available data of
aircraft. This software is used for numerous purposes to study aircraft emission,
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optimization of flight and to study the fuel consumption of the aircraft which is
useful for reference. See Figure 8 below.

Figure 8. Piano-X, software which provides information about fuel burning,
emission, and the brief information data about the performance of particular
aircraft.
The Electric Fan Engine
An exclusive design of an electric design was under experimental
investigation at MVS lab. This design will be used for commercial airlines in
several years and have the potential to provide sufficient amount of thrust for
aircraft mission. The Electric Fan Engine (EFE) is a new concept of the zerofueling propulsion system and the EFE configurations to meet the versatility
and scalability requirement for fully-fledged aircraft. In either case, EFE
distributed propulsion and power system are advantageous for longer range and
endurance in comparison with other air propulsion devices. An Electric fan
engine creates power without the need for fuel as in an air-breathing engine.
The Electric fan engine produces around 123-pound thrust with the diameter of
cowling is 11 inches, where the 747s aircraft thrust varies from 43000 to 63000
pound with the diameter of engine cowling at 8 feet 6 inches. Furthermore,
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testing on a blade configuration and mass flow rate passing frequency,
harmonics, vibrations, and thickness of suction blade for a particular electric
fan engine will be optimized soon. Higher-power motors can be used to rotate
larger fans so that more thrust can be obtained. In EFE, it is expected to increase
in thrust by change in suction blade configuration of blade. This new design
shows considerable promise from using computational fluid dynamics methods.
Conclusions & Future Work
This paper optimized the electric propulsion vehicle and the overall aim
was to develop a design retrofit methodology with potential scale-up to medium
and large transport aircraft. This new design will reduce the effect of harmful
exhaust gases. Research regarding electric propulsion aircraft systems has
largely focused on the power source. These systems must have the capability
to survive in worst weather conditions. The specific energy of the batteries to
overcome from these problems make it a versatile electric propulsion. The low
operating costs of an electric airplane and the possibility to run it on 100%
renewable energy, without any local pollution, is the strongest reasons to
implement this technology in passenger flights. The Electric Propulsion project
at MVS lab will demonstrate and fulfill the requirements of commercial aircraft
as well as robotic and human exploration- systems highly efficient in the
atmosphere.
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